




































Raising the bar

of luxury:

A private al fresco

skydeck.

The rarest of all luxuries, the terrace café beckons 

an elevated lifestyle. Set on a podium, patrons have 

a higher vantage point to absorb the calming greens 

extending up to the horizon. Ornamented with 

colourful shrubs and fresh green foliage, there isn’t a better 

setting to gather with friends and family, or to enjoy a 

moment by yourself, relishing a serene sunset of pink.



Artist’s impression of the skydeck.



5-star living 

on a platter.

Inspired by the hospitality services of London and New York, 

St. Amand bestows residents with every comfort, their every 

demand arranged at a moment’s notice. Be it gourmet dinners, 

VIP ticket-booking, or housekeeping, everything runs 

on oiled wheels. Leaving you with little to do, but relax on the day 

bed by the pool, and contemplate your new life.



Representative image.



The Ganesh temple:

Your wellspring of 

peace and serenity

Built adjacent to the towers,

the Ganesh temple is an

auspicious haven of peace

and serenity you can retreat to,

whenever you wish.



Icons in the sky.

Rising 27 storeys tall, the stately trio of towers present 

sweeping views of the luxuriant landscape within, and beyond - 

with no intervention in sight to taint your clear vision. An overture 

to the grand residences, the lavish lobbies welcome you with 

their sheer luxury, scale, and attention to detail, while the 

hi-speed elevators take you up swiftly to your floor.



Artist’s impression of the grand lobby.

2 Passenger Lifts with additional service/ 

fire lift from Otis/Schindler/

ThyssenKrupp/Hyundai**

DG power backup for lifts & 

common area lighting



Residences in vogue.

(And surely some

interior magazines.)

When the creators of the world’s finest developments 

collaborate with world-renowned designers, expect nothing less 

than a masterpiece. Contemporary and sophisticated, every 

corner of your air-conditioned residence is crafted to the highest 

sensibilities. Topped with the finest finishes and fittings, 

its workmanship is exquisite till the last touch. Grand sundecks

for moments of solace. Tall windows inviting in Mother Nature. 

It’s as exclusive as its residents.  



Artist’s impression of the residence.



Residences

Designed to maximise space

and minimise wastage

Separate wardrobe area in each master bedroom

Imported marble flooring in living, dining, 

passage area, master bedroom and bath

Marbital@ flooring in other bedrooms and kitchen

Inverter in residence for emergency use

Provision for piped gas, cable, telephone, 

internet connectivity, and direct-to-home

Artist’s impression of the bedroom.



Artist’s impression of the deck.
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Fittings and Finishes

Toilets with high-quality fitments

from Kolher/Roca**

 Kitchen provided with high-quality 

granite countertop, sink with drain board 

and designer tiles in dado

Toilets with granite/marble vanity counter*** 

and designer tiles

Utility area with anti-skid ceramic tile flooring











Unit 1 4 Bed

Unit 2 3 Bed with study

Unit 3 3 Bed with study

Unit 4 4 Bed

N

Typical Floor Plan

Tower P2
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Unit 02: 3 bed with study
Net Area: 1615 sq.ft.

Unit 01: 4 bed
Net Area: 1819 sq.ft.

NN
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Unit 03: 3 bed with study
Net Area: 1615 sq.ft.

Unit 04: 4 bed
Net Area: 1819 sq.ft.

NN
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